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**Elderly People With High LDL, Live Longer Than Those With Low LDL**

- Statin Use is Associated with 50% DM Increase
- Earliest Report of Statin–Diabetes Associations Claimed Full Protective Effect of Statin on DM Incidence Which is the “Lipid of the Century”
Perioperative Statin Therapy Increased Risk of Cardiac Surgery-associated Acute Kidney Injury By 4 Folds Highest With Rosuvastatin

Statin Causes Accelerated Atherosclerosis

CETP

Any Attempt of Increasing HDL or Lowering LDL with CETP Had Failed

CETP Induce Catastrophic Intra-Cerebral Blood Cancer, Sudden Death & All-Cause Mortality Challenging Rationale of CETP Use Placebo is Far Superior than CETP Without MAce
Clinicians Should Do Better & Abandon PCSK-9
Must Identify & Target Actual Causes of CVD

Lipid Hypothesis Created the War On Fat & Cholesterol
Which Commanded 60 Years of Global Human Experiment
That is Currently Being Acknowledged as a Awful Failure
An Experiment that has Atrocious Unbearable Dire Nasty Shocking Repulsive Generational Consequences
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